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July 3, 2019 
 
 
Dear CCSD Administrator:  
 
The purpose of this brief correspondence is to direct your attention to the CCASAPE website at www.ccasa.net.  
Under the tab “Elimination of Secondary Dean Positions,” you will find the legal documents that have thus far been 
submitted to District Court.  These documents reflect CCASAPE actions that have been taken on behalf of 
administrators with respect to recent decisions made by Superintendent Jara.  
 
I encourage you to review each of these documents.  The first two legal documents, dated 6-20-19 and 6-25-19, 
respectively, establish the initial CCASAPE position.   The third legal document, also dated 6-25-19, includes a letter 
to the Nevada Attorney General outlining the CCSD’s Open Meeting Law violation.  The next three legal documents 
are must reads.  The document dated 7-1-19 is a CCASAPE Supplement to its initial Motion and provides significant 
detail. The document titled CCSD’s Opposition to Motion, dated 7-2-19, serves as the CCSD’s response to the 
CCASAPE lawsuit and sets forth the rather disturbing position taken by Superintendent Jara.  And finally, CCASAPE’s 
Reply to CCSD’s Opposition, dated 7-2-19, addresses the position that Superintendent Jara has taken in this matter.  
These are all official legal documents that have been date and time stamped to reflect their receipt by the District 
Court. 
 
For your information, the District Court hearing regarding this legal matter will be held today at 11 a.m. at the Regional 
Justice Center, located at 200 Lewis Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada.  The Honorable District Court Judge, Nancy Allf, 
will conduct the proceeding.  Information regarding the status of this hearing will be provided as it becomes available. 
 
Should you have questions or comments regarding the CCASAPE legal action referenced above, please contact me 
at (702)279-0745.  
 
Sincerely,  

 
Stephen Augspurger, Executive Director  
Clark County Association of School Administrators  
and Professional-technical Employees  
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